Inhibition of telomerase by 2′-O-(2-methoxyethyl) RNA oligomers: effect of length, phosphorothioate substitution and time inside cells
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ABSTRACT

2′-O-(2-methoxyethyl) (2′-MOE) RNA possesses favorable pharmacokinetic properties that make it a promising option for the design of oligonucleotide drugs. Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein that is up-regulated in many types of cancer, but its potential as a target for chemotherapy awaits the development of potent and selective inhibitors. Here we report inhibition of human telomerase by 2′-MOE RNA oligomers that are complementary to the RNA template region. Fully complementary oligomers inhibited telomerase in a cell extract with IC₅₀ values of 5–10 nM at 37°C. IC₅₀ values for mismatch-containing oligomers varied with length and phosphorothioate substitution. After introduction into DU 145 prostate cancer cells inhibition of telomerase activity persisted for up to 7 days, equivalent to six population doublings. Inside cells discrimination between complementary and mismatch-containing oligomers increased over time. Our results reveal two oligomers as especially promising candidates for initiation of in vivo preclinical trials and emphasize that conclusions regarding oligonucleotide efficacy and specificity in cell extracts do not necessarily offer accurate predictions of activity inside cells.

INTRODUCTION

Backbone phosphorothioate (PS) linkages in which a sulfur atom replaces one of the non-bridging oxygen atoms are an important consideration when planning in vivo applications of oligonucleotides (1,2). PS linkages confer enhanced stability against nuclease degradation and improve pharmacokinetic properties by increasing binding to serum proteins and in vivo half-life (3). One PS oligonucleotide is an approved drug and several others are in clinical trials (4). However, because PS linkages increase the propensity for oligonucleotides to bind to proteins, there is an increased likelihood that the biological effects attributed to an oligonucleotide might not be due to Watson–Crick base pairing to its intended target (5,6). It is critical, therefore, to develop rules correlating PS substitution with specificity and potency of oligonucleotides directed towards cellular targets. One such target is human telomerase, a ribonucleoprotein that offers important opportunities for the design of oligonucleotide drugs (7).

Human telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein that adds repeated units of sequence TTAGGG to the ends of telomeres. Telomerase activity has been found in germ cells, stem cells and most types of human tumors, but is absent in non-cancerous cells adjacent to the tumor (8,9). This observation has led to the hypothesis that activation of telomerase is necessary for sustained tumor growth and that telomerase inhibitors might be a new option for the treatment of minimal residual disease in a wide range of cancers. The arguments for and against telomerase as a target for chemotherapy have been extensively reviewed (7,10,11) and to resolve the debate it will be necessary to identify telomerase inhibitors that are highly active when administered in vivo.

Telomeres in human tumor cells range in length from several hundred to several thousand bases. In the absence of telomerase activity, telomeres erode at a rate of 50–100 bases per population doubling (12,13). These basic facts of telomere biology present a severe challenge to drug design, because it is reasonable to assume that there will be a delay between the start of treatment and observation of decreased cell proliferation (7). Experiments that aim to investigate the effects of inhibitors in vivo will last longer than similar studies for most other anti-proliferative agents. As a result, it is important to identify telomerase inhibitors that possess optimal properties prior to commencing lengthy studies in animals or human clinical trials. Characteristics to optimize include potency, specificity, the toxicology profile and pharmacokinetics.

The RNA domain of human telomerase, hTR, contains an 11 base region (nucleotides +46 to +56) that acts as a template for binding and extending telomeres (14). This critical role requires that hTR be predominantly single-stranded, making it exceptionally accessible and an ideal target for inhibition by oligonucleotides. We have previously shown that peptide nucleic acid and 2′-O-methyl RNA oligomers inhibit telomerase, causing telomeres to shorten and cell proliferation to
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Figure 1. Structure of PS 2'-MOE RNA.

decrease (15,16). As a practical starting point for studies in animals with xenograft tumors we chose 2'-O-(2-methoxy-ethyl) (2’-MOE) RNA (Fig. 1) because the pharmacological and toxicological properties of 2’-MOE RNA have already been well characterized. 2’-MOE RNA has demonstrated superior properties relative to other oligonucleotide modifications, including decreased immune stimulation and increased hybridization strength, oral bioavailability and antisense efficacy (17–20). A practical advantage is that large-scale synthesis of MOE oligomers has been developed, allowing gram synthesis for animal studies and kilogram synthesis if testing progresses to human trials.

Here we report on the ability of partially and fully PS-substituted 13 and 20 nt 2’-MOE RNA oligomers to effectively inhibit hTR. We suggest two inhibitors as excellent candidates for in vivo preclinical studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligomer synthesis

2’-MOE RNA oligonucleotides were synthesized by ISIS Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Carlsbad, CA) as described (21) and purified by reversed phase HPLC. The RNA oligonucleotide used for melting temperature determinations was purchased from Oligos Etc. (Wilsonville, OR). The absorbance of each oligonucleotide solution was determined at 260 nm using a Hewlett Packard 8452 diode array spectrophotometer (Palo Alto, CA) or a Beckman Coulter DU7500 spectrophotometer (Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, CA). Concentrations were determined using the absorbance at 260 nm and the extinction coefficient for each oligonucleotide was calculated as described (22).

DU 145 cells

To ensure that experiments were performed using cells capable of forming tumors, 5 million DU 145 cells were injected into a Harlan nude athymic mouse, which was irradiated with 400 rad γ-irradiation 24 h prior to injection. Tumors were harvested when they reached a size of ~400 mm³. Tumors were minced and placed back into tissue culture. Cells were passaged in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 20 U/ml penicillin, 0.02 mg/ml streptomycin and 1× Anti-PPLO (anti-mycoplasma agent, 6 mg/ml Tylosin; Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD).

Telomerase assays

Telomerase activity from immortal human prostate DU 145 cells was determined with the telomere repeat amplification protocol (TRAP) using the TRAPEze telomerase detection kit (Intergen Co., Purchase, NY) (23). The oligomer being tested for inhibition was prepared at a concentration range of 100 µM to 1 nM in logarithmic steps. Each concentration of oligomer was incubated with 200 cell equivalents of DU 145 cell lysate for 30 min at 25 or 37°C. The TRAPEze reaction mixture was added to each sample and then incubated for 30 min at 25 or 37°C to allow extension of the radiolabeled primer by telomerase. Once extended the products were amplified by PCR with a two-step cycle of 30 s at 94°C followed by 30 s at 60°C, repeated 27 times. The following controls were included in every experiment. A sample containing buffer and amplification reagents to which no cell lysate was added was used to ensure that false products were not being amplified by PCR. Cell lysate in the absence of oligomer inhibitor was tested to determine the maximum level of telomerase activity. An internal amplification standard was included to monitor the success of the PCR. As a final control the oligonucleotides being tested as inhibitors were added at a concentration of 3.3 µM prior to PCR amplification to confirm that the observed inhibition was due to binding of telomerase rather than interference with the template during PCR. No inhibition of the PCR step was observed for any of the oligomers tested.

Reaction products were subjected to non-denaturing PAGE analysis, followed by PhosphorImager analysis (Molecular Dynamics, Piscataway, NJ), which provided quantitative data on the extent of telomerase inhibition. The internal standard also served as a control for amplification efficiency in each reaction and was used for quantitative analysis of the TRAP products. The lanes were divided into one region encompassing the telomerase products and another including the internal standard signal. The radioisotope density was integrated for each area and the ratio of telomerase product to internal standard signal. The radioisotope density was integrated for each area and the ratio of telomerase product to internal standard signal. The radioisotope density was integrated for each area and the ratio of telomerase product to internal standard signal. The radioisotope density was integrated for each area and the ratio of telomerase product to internal standard signal. The radioisotope density was integrated for each area and the ratio of telomerase product to internal standard signal. The radioisotope density was integrated for each area and the ratio of telomerase product to internal standard signal. The radioisotope density was integrated for each area and the ratio of telomerase product to internal standard signal. The radioisotope density was integrated for each area and the ratio of telomerase product to internal standard signal. The radioisotope density was integrated for each area and the ratio of telomerase product to internal standard signal.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TRAP assay for telomerase inhibition

We designed a series of 2′-MOE RNA oligonucleotides complementary to the template region of hTR. To determine the ability of these oligonucleotides to inhibit telomerase, we added them to a lysate of prostate tumor-derived DU 145 cells and monitored telomerase activity using the PCR-based TRAP assay (22). Levels of telomerase activity and inhibition were evaluated relative to positive controls to which no 2′-MOE RNA was added. An internal amplification standard was included in every experiment to allow quantification. Levels of telomerase activity were within the linear range of the TRAP assay. Inhibition of telomerase by 13 base 2′-MOE RNA oligomers

We initiated testing using 13 base phosphodiester 2′-MOE RNA oligomers I and II. Oligomer I was fully complementary to hTR and inhibited telomerase activity with an IC50 value of 2 nM when measured at 37°C (Table 1). Similarly, potent inhibition was also observed in extracts of prostate tumor-derived cell lines LNCaP, C4 and C4-2 (data not shown). We had expected that mismatch-containing oligomer VI might also inhibit telomerase potently because previous studies reported that PS DNA oligonucleotides blocked telomerase activity through non-sequence-specific interactions between the PS backbone and the reverse transcriptase component of telomerase, hTERT (7,24–26). Surprisingly, in spite of its extensive PS substitution, VI was a poor inhibitor, with IC50 values of 700 nM at 25°C and 1.1 µM at 37°C. Melting temperature (Tm) values for the mismatch-containing oligomers were 58, 53 and 52°C, respectively. Tm values for the mismatch-containing oligomers II, IV and VI were 35, 33 and 30°C, respectively.

Our results suggest that PS substitution does not greatly affect the ability of fully complementary 13 base 2′-MOE oligomers to potently and sequence-selectively inhibit telomerase in cell extract. This result suggests that anti-telomerase oligomers can exploit the benefits of PS substitution, improved stability and pharmacokinetics, while retaining the ability to be potent and sequence-selective inhibitors. Inhibition of telomerase by 20 base 2′-MOE RNA/DNA chimeras

2′-MOE RNA is used in combination with DNA to create optimized chimeric oligomers to act as potent antisense agents. Chimeric 2′-MOE DNA antisense oligomers are usually ~20 bases long and contain a central DNA region to allow RNase H to be recruited upon binding to mRNA. This DNA region is necessary because RNase H cannot recognize and cleave hybrids between RNA and 2′-MOE RNA. Flanking 2′-MOE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>IC50 (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISIS24690</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>CAGIUAGGGGUAG</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS125626</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>CAGIUAGGAUAG (mismatch)</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS125625</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>CAGIUAGGGGUAG</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS125627</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>CAGIUAGGAUAG (mismatch)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS24691</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>CAGIUAGGGGUAG</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS125628</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>CAGIUAGGAUAG (mismatch)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS113753</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA/DNA</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>CUUCUAGTAGGG7UAAGAC</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS113754</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA/DNA</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>CUUCUAGTAGGAATUAAC (mismatch)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS113751</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA/DNA</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>CUUCUAGTAGGG7UAAGAC</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS113752</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA/DNA</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>CUUCUAGTAGGAATUAAC (mismatch)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS113749</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA/DNA</td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>CUUCUAGTAGGG7UAAGAC</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS113750</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA/DNA</td>
<td>XII</td>
<td>CUUCUAGTAGGAATUAAC (mismatch)</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Underlined nucleotides have PS linkages. The italicized bases in the 2′-MOE/DNA chimera are DNA.
RNA sequences increase hybridization affinity. As demonstrated by the potent inhibition of 2′-MOE RNA oligomers I, III and V, RNase H activation by anti-telomerase oligomers is not necessary for inhibition. However, the pharmacokinetic and toxicological properties of 20 base mixed backbone oligomers are better characterized than the properties of 13 base 2′-MOE RNA, knowledge that would be invaluable for the design of in vivo trials. Recognizing this, we decided to test a series of similar 20 base oligomers for their ability to inhibit telomerase (Table 1).

We synthesized 2′-MOE RNA/DNA chimeras consisting of a nested 10 base sequence of DNA with five flanking 2′-MOE bases. Fully complementary oligomer VII contained no PS linkages and possessed an IC\textsubscript{50} value of 20 nM at 37°C. The IC\textsubscript{50} value for the analogous mismatch sequence was >5.5 μM at 37°C. To enhance the stability towards nuclease degradation we then synthesized 20 base chimeras IX and X to contain PS substitution throughout the DNA portion. The IC\textsubscript{50} values for the complementary oligonucleotide IX were 2 nM at 25°C and 5 nM at 37°C. The mismatch-containing oligomer possessed IC\textsubscript{50} values that were very similar, 4 nM at 25°C and 10 nM at 37°C. Finally, because PS substitution has been demonstrated to improve the pharmacokinetic properties of oligonucleotides, we also synthesized 20 base oligomers XI and XII that contained PS substitutions at every position. Fully complementary oligomer XI had IC\textsubscript{50} values of 6 nM at 25°C and 9 nM at 37°C (Fig. 2A). Inhibition by the mismatch-containing oligomer XII was similar, with values of 8 nM at 25°C and 9 nM at 37°C (Fig. 2B).

These results demonstrate that 20 base 2′-MOE RNA oligomers are potent inhibitors of telomerase. However, mismatch discrimination in cell extracts can be negligible if PS substitutions are present. The poor mismatch discrimination for the match oligomers IX and XI relative to mismatched oligomers X and XII is likely due to two reasons. The first is that their PS linkages probably promote non-sequence-specific interactions with the protein component of telomerase. This cannot be the entire explanation, however, as 20 base oligomers IX and XI, which have only 10 PS substitutions, show much less mismatch discrimination than 13 base oligomer V, which has 13 PS linkages. Therefore, it is also likely that the seven additional bases possessed by X and XII form additional interactions that compensate for the presence of mismatched bases. These interactions could be base pairing between the seven bases and the RNA component of telomerase hTR. Alternatively, the interactions could be with the protein component hTERT.

**Inhibition of telomerase within cells**

Our studies of inhibition of telomerase by 2′-MOE RNA in cell extracts showed that both 13 and 20 base oligomers were potent inhibitors, but that 20 base oligomers containing PS substitution showed little or no discrimination against mismatched bases. To determine whether these results would also be observed inside living cells, we transfected fully complementary oligomers III, V and XI and analogous mismatch-containing oligomers IV, VI and XII into DU 145 cells using the cationic lipid LipofectAMINE. We monitored telomerase activity 1, 4 and 7 days after transfection by lysing the cells and evaluation using the PCR-based TRAP assay.

We observed that the IC\textsubscript{50} values for inhibition of telomerase in cell extracts by 13 base oligomers accurately predicted the ability of these inhibitors to block telomerase activity inside cells (Table 2). We found that fully complementary oligomers III and V were efficient inhibitors when transfected at 100 or 500 nM. Even after 7 days incubation in cells, during which six population doublings occurred, >50% of telomerase activity was inhibited, demonstrating a long cellular half-life. The analogous mismatch-containing oligomer was not an effective inhibitor, with <30% inhibition observed after 1 day and little or no inhibition observed subsequently.

The IC\textsubscript{50} values for inhibition of telomerase in cell extracts by 20 base oligomers XI and XII, in contrast, proved less accurate guides to their relative inhibition inside cells. Fully complementary oligomer XI was a highly effective inhibitor 1, 4 and 7 days post-transfection (Table 2 and Fig. 3), blocking >70% of telomerase activity. The mismatch-containing oligomer XII showed some inhibition at 1 and 4 days post-transfection, but no inhibition was observed when telomerase activity was assayed 7 days after transfection. The important conclusion from these experiments is that inhibition of telomerase in cells by oligomer XI appears to be significantly more sequence selective than similar inhibition observed in cell extract.

**Dose–response characteristics of inhibition of cellular telomerase**

To further analyze the intracellular effectiveness of oligonucleotides we assayed inhibition of cellular telomerase by oligomers V and XI as a function of concentration (1, 10, 50 and 100 nM) and compared the dose–response curve to that produced by analogous mismatch-containing oligomers VI and XII. We used LipofectAMINE to introduce the oligomers...
and telomerase activity was measured 4 days after transfection. We observed that by day 4 oligomer V inhibited telomerase at concentrations as low as 10 nM, while the analogous mismatched oligomer did not significantly inhibit telomerase at any of the tested concentrations (Fig. 4A). We also observed that by day 4 oligomer XI strongly inhibited telomerase at concentrations as low as 10 nM, while the analogous mismatch oligomer XII was appreciably less active (Fig. 4B). The match versus mismatch discrimination displayed by comparison of the effects of oligomers XI and XII is in striking contrast to their IC50 values when measured in cell extracts and corroborates the observation made above that the sequence specificity of inhibition inside cells appears to increase significantly.

### Table 2. Inhibition of intracellular telomerase by 2′-MOE RNA and 2′-MOE RNA/DNA chimeric oligomers 1, 4 and 7 days after transfection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Conc. (nM)</th>
<th>Inhibition (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISIS125625</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>CAGUUAGGGGUUGAG (RNA template)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS125627</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>CAGUUAGGAUUAG (mismatch)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS24691</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>CAGUAGGGGUUGAG</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS125628</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>CAGUAGGAUUAG (mismatch)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS113749</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA/DNA</td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>CUUCUCAGTTAGGGTUAGAC</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS113750</td>
<td>2′-MOE RNA/DNA</td>
<td>XII</td>
<td>CUUCUCAGTTAGAATUAAC (mismatch)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Underlined nucleotides have PS linkages. The italicized bases in the 2′-MOE/DNA chimera are DNA. Bases that are mismatched relative to the RNA template of hTR are in bold. Nd, no significant inhibition detected. Individual experiments were performed in duplicate and all experiments were repeated at least once. Reported values are an average of the percent inhibition values for all determinations.

**Figure 3.** TRAP assay of inhibition of telomerase activity 1, 4 and 7 days after transfection of 100 and 500 nM concentrations of 20 base chimeras XI and XII into DU 145 cells. Assays were performed in duplicate. The ITAS is noted.

**Figure 4.** Dose–response characteristics for inhibition of cellular telomerase by (A) 13 base match oligomer V and analogous mismatch oligomer VI and (B) 20 base match oligomer XI and mismatch oligomer XII. Inhibitors were assayed at 1, 10, 50 and 100 nM, 4 days after transfection into cells.

2′-MOE RNA oligonucleotides as anti-telomerase agents

Of the telomerase inhibitors tested in our studies our data suggest that oligomers V and XI share several advantages that...
make them stand out as candidates for *in vivo* investigation. Oligomers V and XI are potent inhibitors, possessing IC\(_{50}\) values of 7 and 9 nM, respectively (Table 1), meeting the most obvious criterion for telomerase inhibition. Both oligomers continue to inhibit >50% of telomerase activity 7 days after transfection (Table 2), suggesting that they are reasonably stable inside cells, and both inhibit intracellular telomerase at concentrations as low as 10 nM (Fig. 4). Both oligomers also contain PS linkages, which have been noted to improve serum half-life and *in vivo* pharmacokinetics. Finally, both contain nucleic acid chemistries for which kilogram scale production of clinical grade oligomer has been optimized.

Oligomers V and XI also each possess unique advantages. An advantage possessed by oligomer XI is that it is the same length as antisense oligomers that have been the subject of extensive clinical trials, allowing pharmacokinetic properties to be more accurately predicted. In contrast, oligomer V is shorter than typical antisense oligomers and its pharmacokinetic properties are less predictable. However, the shorter length of V offers the advantage of much less expensive synthesis and possible improvements in cell uptake and oral bioavailability.

We find that 13 base oligomer V displays >100-fold match versus mismatch discrimination when assayed at 37°C (Table 1). Oligomer XI, in contrast, inhibits telomerase no better than does analogous mismatch-containing oligomer XII when inhibition is measured in cell lysates. The availability of a much less active control oligomer may be an advantage when using oligomer V for cell culture and preclinical animal studies because comparison of the effects of match and mismatch oligomers will help support the conclusion that the oligomers act by inhibiting telomerase. The low match versus mismatch discrimination for the fully substituted PS 20 base oligomer is likely due to interactions with the reverse transcriptase domain of telomerase (hTERT). Such interactions have already been postulated for hTERT and PS DNA oligomers (7.24–26). It is also possible that the 20 base oligomers may form additional base pairs with the telomerase template and that these may also contribute to reduced match versus mismatch discrimination.

While clearly a complicating factor, the lack of match versus mismatch discrimination for oligomer XI versus XII that we observed in short-term assays may not prove to be a severe disadvantage for drug development. Our primary reason for believing this derives from our observation that fully complementary 20 base oligomer XI is a much more effective inhibitor than its mismatch-containing analog XII after extended incubation inside cells and at lower concentrations (Table 2 and Figs 3 and 4). It is reasonable to speculate that the increase in specificity during long incubations occurs because the mismatch-containing oligomer binds less tightly and is degraded more rapidly than the match oligomer. Similar 20 base chimeric 2′-MOE DNA oligomers show low toxicity *in vivo*, so even if 20 base oligomer XI does bind to non-target proteins, this binding is not likely to lead to severe side effects. Indeed, initial animal studies with nude mice have not shown any toxicity at dosages as high as 50 mg/kg/day (L. White, unpublished results). Thus, while quantitative comparisons of the sequence specificity of inhibition of telomerase in cell extracts may seem to greatly favor 13 base oligomer V, it is not obvious whether such considerations will have *in vivo* relevance.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The telomerase inhibitors that we describe here are potent, selective and belong to a class of molecules possessing favorable pharmacokinetic properties and the potential for large-scale synthesis. These molecules are well suited for use in animals to determine the effect of telomerase inhibitors on telomere length and tumor growth and also to study the synergistic effects of combining telomerase inhibition with existing cancer therapies. The 13 base oligomer V and 20 base oligomer XI are both potent inhibitors. Oligomer V shows better match versus mismatch discrimination over the short term and may be more useful for controlled preclinical studies aimed at validating telomerase as a therapeutic target. Oligomer V is also relatively small, reducing the expense of large-scale production. Oligomer XI is similar to oligomers now in clinical trials, facilitating rapid transition to clinical testing. Since the two oligomers possess different strengths, further testing of both in animals is justified.
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